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I am going to take the context for this thread from this piece by my good brother

@mabziz in 2018-3 years ago. One thing I am so perturbed about is the response of

our Attorney General's office to issues of state security. I have no personal grouse

against @MalamiSan, but

CONFLICT ENTREPRENEURS; beware of them ... pic.twitter.com/3vUvz5oHL1

— Abdul-aziz Mu'azu (@mabziz) February 11, 2018

2. I do have a professional grouse against him. I feel he is not alive to his duties. I feel that he is also not empowering his

Director of Public Prosecutions or his Solicitor General. There is clearly a lot that befuddles me and this is because I am a

seasoned lawyer and can't/

3. understand why law is not being used as the instrument it was designed for-to enforce law and order. Let us take the case

of Nnamdi Kanu-this man was arraigned in Nigeria on a charge of treason/treasonable felony-he was on bail & he jumped

bail. Why has he not been extradited?

4. Is it that Kanu is somehow bigger than Nigeria? What has happened to his surety who failed to produce him? Who is

prosecuting him? Our Federal Ministry of Justice? Should Malami not explain to Nigeria why Nnamdi Kanu is still taunting

Nigeria daily & still actively destroying/

5. our unity everyday. He is putting the lives of many people at risk and stoking ethnic dissent easily. The Fulani herdsmen

dilemma, the burning of Lagos State and his coordination of same on phone-in radio channels, his videos are all stoking a

Yoruba/Igbo carnage. Same with/

6. the Hausa/Igbo evictions from the South East. The East now has a security outfit called ESN and they are bearing arms?

Under what law is that allowed? The IGP is watching, when the problems become conflagration, the Army will be called in

and bear the brunt of unfair judgement

7. Why is @MalamiSan sitting idle? Why are we not exploring diplomatic means if we are not using the law. For crying out

loud, INTERPOL is here in Nigeria, fully established. Why is Nnamdi Kanu able to still be outside Nigeria. Where is the letter

of our @GeoffreyOnyeama raising/
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8. a diplomatic issue? Something is amiss, and I have a sense of dread in my spirit that the politicians are using as a pawn

in a macabre plot. No Nigerian blood deserves to be shed for politicking. What is it that is happening behind the scenes?

Malami should address the issues/

9. My questions to @MalamiSan are as follows:

(a) Under you sir, why is a fugitive still actively destroying Nigeria?

(b) Under you sir, why is the Judiciary still largely unaccountable-Is it because they know that the cases you bring before

them have no bite?

(c) Why is your Justice Ministry largely seen but not heard?

(d) How come Sowore's case is so weakly prosecuted?

I have many more questions, but I pause. I know your profession sir and I know a credible/robust defence of the rule of law,

and this is not it.

10. I feel better getting it off my chest. If Nigeria suffers another unrest like the aftermath of October 20, 2020, it will be

because you sir have been complacent and in fact nonchalant.

https://twitter.com/MalamiSan
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